Performance gain in computer-assisted detection schemes by averaging scores generated from artificial neural networks with adaptive filtering.
The authors investigated a new method to optimize artificial neural networks (ANNs) with adaptive filtering used in computer-assisted detection schemes in digitized mammograms and to assess performance changes when averaging classification scores from three sets of optimized schemes. Two independent training and testing image databases involving 978 and 830 digitized mammograms, respectively, were used in this study. In the training data set, initial filtering and subtraction resulted in the identification of 592 mass regions and 3790 suspicious, but actually negative regions. These regions (including both true-positive and negative regions) were segmented into three subsets three times based on the calculation of the values of three features as segmentation indices. The indices were "mass" size multiplied by their digital value contrast, conspicuity, and circularity. Nine ANN-based classifiers were separately optimized using a genetic algorithm for each subset of regions. Each region was assigned three classification scores after applying the three adaptive ANNs. The performance gain of the CAD scheme after averaging the three scores for each suspicious region was tested using an independent data set and a ROC methodology. The experimental results showed that the areas under ROC curves (Az) for the testing database using three sets of optimized ANNs individually were 0.84+/-0.01, 0.83+/-0.01, and 0.84+/-0.01, respectively. The between-index correlations of three A values were 0.013, -0.007, and 0.086. Similar to averaging diagnostic ratings from independent observers, by averaging three ANN-generated scores for each testing region, the performance of the CAD scheme was significantly improved (p<0.001) with Az value of 0.95+/-0.01.